
Curriculum Overview – Year 6 
 

Year 6 

Autumn 

Reading The dragon with the chocolate heart 

Writing Cold write – High flying giraffes  
Narrative – Suspense writing (red scarf man) 
Journalistic – Newspaper article on the Kings accession 
Narrative – To write a Charlie and the chocolate factory chapter 
Biographical – Rosa Parks black history months focus   

Maths Place value 
Addition, subtraction, division and multiplication 
Fractions  
Measurement – converting units 

Art To explore the effect of different graded sketch pencils 
To explore different ways of creating texture and form 
To discover famous artists sketch work and evaluate different techniques they 
have used (Andrew Mason) 
Using their discoveries from their sculpture work sketch a final product 
To sculpt their design and analyses the impact of light ready to sketch their model 

Computing  Creating Media – 3D modelling 
Use search technologies effectively, appreciate how results are selected and 
ranked, and be discerning in evaluating digital content 
Select, use, and combine a variety of software (including internet services) on a 
range of digital devices to design and create a range of programs, systems, and 
content that accomplish given goals, including collecting, analysing, evaluating, 
and presenting data and information. 
use technology safely, respectfully, and responsibly; recognise 
acceptable/unacceptable behaviour. 
Project Evolve – Online relationships and online reputation 
 
Programming A – Variables in games  
Design, write and debug programs that accomplish specific goals, including 
controlling or simulating physical systems; solve problems by decomposing them 
into smaller parts 
Use sequence, selection, and repetition in programs; work with variables and 
various forms of input and output 
Use logical reasoning to explain how some simple algorithms work and to detect 
and correct errors in algorithms and programs 
Select, use and combine a variety of software (including internet services) on a 
range of digital devices to design and create a range of programs, systems and 
content that accomplish given goals, including collecting, analysing, evaluating 
and presenting data and information 



Design and 
Technology 

To discover the load tolerance of various 3d models  
To discover how structures can be strengthened and reinforced. 
To design an annotated sketch of a temple  
To create a computer aided design (ICT) 
To make a complex structure using clay 
To select appropriate tools when making a complex structure 
To evaluate their temple against their design.  

Geography To discover the position and significance of global features 
To compare and contrast biomes  
To discover vegetation belts with a focus on the cocoa belt 
To create a geographical report on the physical geography of the cocoa bean 

History To explore the rise in popularity of the cocoa bean 
To compare and contrast events in Mexico to events in the UK during the times of 
the Aztecs 
Compare how Aztec life was difference to life in the UK at this time 
To find out about the social, cultural and religious beliefs  
of Aztec society.  
To write a dairy as a member of the Aztec society 

MFL To discover the difference between formal and informal language 
To discover what Bastille day is and why its celebrated 
To explore Napoleonic war  
To play and create math’s games  
To complete math’s activities such as addition and subjection 
To learn family, friends and community members 
To learn the vocabulary for hospitals and doctors surgery 
To learn the vocabulary for houses 
Compare houses between countries 
Rehearse introducing community members such as teachers, religious figures, 
neighbors and people who help us. 
Design a home using the language you have learnt 

Music Developing melodic phrases 
Understanding structure and form 

PE Indoor – Badminton 
To develop footwork and the forehand and backhand grip, rallying and 
understand how to start a game, a range of shots to keep a rally going, how to 
score points and play in competitive games. 
To select and apply the appropriate skill to a game situation. 
To show respect, honesty and fair play when competing against an opponent. 
 
Indoor – Gymnastics 
To be able to; develop the straddle, forward and backward roll, to perform 
inverted movements with control, perform the progressions of a headstand and a 
cartwheel, to use flight from hands to travel over apparatus and create a group 
sequence using formations and apparatus 
To develop counter balance and counter tension. 
 
 



Outdoor – Football 
To be able to dribble the ball under pressure and apply the rules and tactics you 
have learnt to play in a football tournament. 
To pass the ball accurately to help to maintain possession. 
To use different turns to keep the ball away from defenders.  
To develop defending skills to gain possession and goalkeeping skills to stop the 
opposition from scoring. 
 
Outdoor – Handball 
To develop a variety of passes and know when to use each to help to maintain 
possession, stepping, dribbling and passing skills to create space, move towards 
goal and away from defenders, defending skills to stop an opponent from scoring 
and defensive skills to gain possession. 
To select and apply the appropriate skill to score goals. 
To maintain possession under pressure. 

PSHE I can explain ways in which difference can be a source of conflict or a cause for 
celebration and can show empathy with people in either situation  

RE Religion: Islam  
We are learning to understand some of the ways Muslims show commitment to 
God and to evaluate whether there is a best way 
 
Religion: Christianity  
 We are learning to analyse the Christian belief in the Virgin Birth and to assess 
the significance of this to Christians 

Science To discover what micro-organisms are 
To explore the history of Edward Jenner and the impact on his work 
To explore and discover how microbes spread 
To achieve a deep understanding of microbes 
To discover who Linnaeus was and his impact on classification systems  
To explore classification systems and use them 
To discover the similarities and difference between living things in order to 
determine their classification 
To explore unusual living creatures and use the vocabulary they learn to achieve 
their own descriptions of unusual living things.   
To apply all their learning to create their own creature, scenically describe it, 
classify it and label it. 
To explore the components of blood, describe their functions, and understand the 
different blood groups  
To discover the three types of blood vessel and name them 
To explore the structure and function of the human heart   
To investigate and understand how heart size and speed relates to age, fitness & 
activity 
To discover how nutrients and water are transported around the body 
To discover how diffusion and osmosis are processes that move nutrient & water 
in the body   
To investigate diffusion and osmosis 
To demonstrate how blood transports nutrients, water, gases and waste around 
the body  



To discover and demonstrate how the circulatory system works including the role 
of the heart 
To explore a healthy diet and the impact diet can have on the body 
To explore how drugs impact on the way the human body functions ·  
To achieve an understanding that certain drugs can be used for positive effect in 
the form of medicine 

Design and 
Technology 

To explore and develop design criteria to inform the design of parachute that can 
land a delicate object (person) into a specific location.  
To achieve the generation, development and modelling of their ideas through 
effective collaboration within their teams.  
To explore and select from and use a wider range of tools and equipment to 
complete the objective accurately. 
To explore and select from and use a wider range of materials and components, 
including construction materials, textiles and ingredients, according to their 
functional properties and aesthetic qualities. 
To  investigate and analyse a range of existing products (completed in science 
lesson) 
To evaluate their ideas and products against their own design criteria and 
consider the views of others to improve their work. 
To discover how key events and individuals in design and technology have helped 
shape the development of the parachute.  
To explore different materials and apply their understanding of how to 
strengthen, stiffen and reinforce complex structures. 

Geography To discover the location the world’s countries in relation to investigating food 
miles.   
To explore the geographical similarities and differences of locations of renewable 
energy source in the UK. 
To achieve and understanding the  key aspects of human geography, including: 
types of settlement and land use, economic activity including trade links, and the 
distribution of natural resources including energy, food, minerals and water. 
To discover, through the use of atlases and Digi maps, the locations of countries 
with relation to food miles.  
To achieve an understanding of how to use 4 figure grid references. 

History To explore crime and punishment in the medieval 
and Tudor periods. 
To explore crime and punishment in the Roman period. 
To explore crime and punishment in the Anglo-Saxon and Viking period. 
To explore crime and punishment in the early modern period.  
To explore crime and punishment in the Victorian period. 
To explore crime and punishment in the medieval 
and Tudor periods. 
To recap the history of crime and punishment and compare it to today. 
To recap the history of crime and punishment and compare it to today. 

  



MFL To achieve an understanding of French vocabulary for different festivals 
To explore and understand French festivals. 
Numbers to 30 
The alphabet 
Correct pronunciation 
Recap of basic greetings and build on other various ways of greeting each other.  
Introducing yourself and asking questions such as ca va 
Ca va 

Music Getting started with music tech 
Emotions and musical style 

PE Indoor – Dodgeball  
To apply rules honestly and fairly to a game situation. 
To develop throwing at a moving target, catching under pressure to get an 
opponent out and officiating skills and referee a dodgeball game 
To use timing, balance and agility to avoid being hit. 
To select and apply tactics in the game. 
  
Indoor – Gymnastics 
To be able to perform symmetrical and asymmetrical balances, progressions of 
inverted movements and explore different methods of travelling, linking actions in 
both canon and synchronisation. 
To develop the straight, forward, straddle and backward roll. 
To explore matching and mirroring using actions both on the floor and on 
apparatus  
 
Outdoor – Fitness 
To develop an awareness of what your body is capable of, speed and stamina, 
strength using my own body weight, co-ordination through skipping and control 
while balancing. 
To perform actions that develop agility. 
 
Outdoor – Rugby 
To develop attacking principles, understanding when to run and when to pass, 
dodging skills to lose a defender, drawing defence and understanding when to 
pass. 
To be able to use the ‘forward pass’ and 'offside' rules. To be able to use the 
‘forward pass’ and 'offside' rules, play games using tagging rules, apply the rules 
and tactics you have learnt to play in a tag rugby tournament. 

PSHE I can explain the differences between direct and indirect types of bullying  
I know some ways to encourage children who use bullying behaviours to make 
other choices and know how to support children who are being bullied  

RE Religion: Sikhism  
We are learning to compare the different ways Sikhs put their religion into 
practice 
 
Religion: Christianity 
We are learning to evaluate different accounts of the Christmas story and 
understand that stories can be true in different ways.  



Science To explore and describe the movement of the Earth, and other planets, relative to 
the Sun in the solar system. 
To explore and describe the movement of the Moon relative to the Earth. 
To achieve being able to describe the Sun, Earth and Moon as approximately 
spherical bodies. 
To use the idea of the Earth’s rotation to discover and explain day and night, and 
the apparent movement of the sun across the sky. 
To explore planning different types of scientific enquiries to answer questions, 
including recognising and controlling variables where necessary. 
To explore scientific evidence that has been used to support or refute ideas or 
arguments. 
To discover and explain that unsupported objects fall towards the Earth because 
of the force of gravity acting between the Earth and the falling object  
To explore and identify the effects of air resistance, water resistance and friction, 
that act between moving surfaces  
To explore and recognise that some mechanisms, including levers, pulleys and 
gears, allow a smaller force to have a greater effect. 
To achieve planning different types of scientific enquiries to answer questions, 
including recognising and controlling variables where necessary 
To explore taking measurements, using a range of scientific equipment, with 
increasing accuracy and precision, taking repeat readings when appropriate 
To accurately record results using scientific diagrams and label. 
To use test results to make predictions to set up further comparative and fair 
tests. 
reporting and presenting findings from enquiries, including conclusions, causal 
relationships and explanations of and degree of trust in results, in oral and written 
forms such as displays and other presentations 
identifying scientific evidence that has been used to support or refute ideas or 
arguments 

History To explore and describe why Romans built new roads.  
To show historical understanding through a letter. 
To discover and place when The Romans era was. 
To discover and explain how the reach of The Roman Empire changed over time. 
To discover the impact of The Romans on Modern Britain. 

MFL To discover numbers to 100. 
To discover and memorise family member terms.  
To describe homes using adjectives (size) and nouns.  
To discover where French is commonly spoken. 
To achieve a conversation about family.  
To know a broader range of colours. 
To know supermarket foods. 
To discover and memorise animal names. 
To explore more complex description (light blue). 
To write the date (past and present). 

Music Interesting time signatures 
Combing elements to make music 

PE Indoor – Dodgeball 
To apply rules to a game situation. 



To develop throwing at a moving target, catching a dodgeball at different heights 
and jumps, dodges, ducks to avoid being hit, blocking using the ball and an 
understand the rules of dodgeball and use them to play in a tournament. 
 
Indoor - Gymnastics 
To develop individual and partner balance, control in performing and landing 
rotation jumps, straight, barrel, forward and straddle roll and strength in inverted 
movements. 
To be able to create a partner sequence to include apparatus. 
 
Outdoor – Football 
To develop controlling the ball and dribbling under pressure, passing to a 
teammate, changing direction with the ball using an inside and outside hook and 
jockeying / tracking an opponent 
To be able to control the ball with different parts of the body. 
To be able to apply the rules and tactics you have learnt to play in a football 
tournament. 
 
Outdoor – Hockey 
To develop sending the ball with a push pass, receiving the ball, dribbling using 
the reverse stick (Indian dribble), moving into space after passing the ball and 
open stick tackle to gain possession. 
To apply defending and attacking principles and skills in a hockey tournament. 

PSHE I can tell you a time when my first impression of someone changed as I got to 
know them  
I can explain why it is good to accept people for who they are  

RE Religion: Judaism  
We are learning to understand the special relationship between Jews and God 
and the promises they make to each other 
 
Religion: Christianity 
We are learning to understand the symbolism in the Christmas story and think 
about what the different parts mean to Christians today  

Science To compare and group solids, liquids and gasses.  
To explore how materials can change state.  
To discover what a solute, solvent and soluble are.  
To discover role of evaporation and condensation. 
To achieve a description of the water cycle.  
To observe and research the temperature at which substances change state.  
To discover that liver things can be grouped in a variety of ways. 
To explore and use classification keys to help group, identify and name a variety 
of living things in their local and wider environment.  
To recognise that environments can change and that this can sometimes pose 
dangers to living things 
To explore and identify plants and animals in the school grounds 

  



RE Religion: Hinduism  
We are learning to investigate what happens during the festival of Divali and 
whether the celebrations bring a sense of belonging to Hindus 
 
Religion: Christianity  
 We are learning to find out what the true meaning of Christmas is to Christians 
and compare this with what Christmas means to us 

Science To discover different types of rocks. 
To explore the properties of rocks. 
To explore how fossils are formed.  
To explore the life of Mary Anning.  
To discover that soils are made from rocks and organic matter.  
To explore the permeability of soil.  
To identify sources of light. 
To explore how mirrors reflect light. 
To discover how shadows can change in different conditions. 
To investigate reflective surfaces. 
To explore how shadows are formed 

 


